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Lawn Tractors: A New Generation.

The Cub Cadet AllRounder combines the performance of a lawn 
tractor with the agility of a zero turn ride–on mower.

Saarbrücken, March 13, 2008

The Cub Cadet AllRounder, the premium brand from MTD, combines the 
performance parameters and the steering comfort of a normal lawn tractor with 
the maneuverability of a zero turn lawn tractor. Cub Cadet opens a new chapter 
in lawn care with this worldwide novelty. MTD was awarded the renowned 
“Home Tech Grand Award” in the USA from the American magazine Popular 
Science for the AllRounder.

More Power + More Agility = More Free Time 

This side discharge lawn tractor is powered by a durable, reliable and smooth Kohler 

Command twin engine with a performance of 17,4 kW (23 hp)*. This makes the 

AllRounder suitable for large flat and hilly areas.

Cub Cadet calls the AllRounder a real “time saver” - and it’s true. A combination of 

two features is responsible for this: first, the three-blade deck with its cutting width of 

127 cm allows you to mow a maximum amount of land in a minimum of time.

And second, the AllRounder is unbelievably agile: the patented synchronized traction 

system allows you to make turns of 360° .This saves you a lot of time, especially on 

lawns with a lot of trees and bushes because with it, the AllRounder can drive around 

natural “obstacles” more precisely than traditional lawn tractors. No more need to 

rework hard-to-reach places with a self-propelled mower. 

The deck can be easily attached and detached thanks to the FastAttachTM-system. It 

is equipped with a special deck wash nozzle for easy and quick cleaning. The floating 

deck with guide rolls adjusts to the contours of the terrain. This prevents the lawn from 

being abraded and achieves a more uniform cut. The AllRounder is also equipped 

with a mulch kit.
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AllRounder-comfort for the most discerning gardening fans

The AllRounder is the perfect lawn care machine for gardeners with professional 

demands. The designers paid special attention to its user-friendliness, which can be 

seen in each of the ergonomic controls. Thus for example, with the new spring loaded 

deck lift handle, you can adjust the height of the deck quickly and easily and adapt it 

to the most diverse mowing conditions. The comfortable, high back seat can be 

adjusted to the user’s size with a lever and thanks to the steering wheel’s three-spoke 

design the driver always has a good view of the control panel. The arrangement of the 

pedals, the step-through frame and many more extras demonstrate the priority given 

here to ease of use.

The AllRounder is just simply fun and allows you to enjoy more free time in your 

garden. It is available in specialized stores with a comprehensive range of 

accessories.

* Maximum engine power rating as per engine manufacturer. Engine power rating may vary 

depending of the engine’s usage.

About MTD Products AG:

The MTD Products AG in Saarbrücken-Bübingen is the European headquarters of MTD Inc. in Cleveland 

Ohio (USA). It was founded after the takeover of the traditional German manufacturer GUTBROD by MTD 

in 1996. MTD has over 20 production and sales locations worldwide and approximately 10,000 employees. 

According to market shares, the company is one of the top 10 manufacturers of motorized gardening 

equipment worldwide.

MTD’s European sales offices are located in Germany, France, Belgium, Austria, Denmark, Hungary, 

Sweden, Switzerland and Poland. All of the other European markets are covered by sales partners and 

importers.

In Europe, MTD’s portfolio comprises the brands MTD, Bolens, GUTBROD, Yard-Man and Cub Cadet. 

Some of the products in their program are electric and petrol mowers, verticutters, lawn tractors, compact -

tractors, ride-on mowers, garden shredders, brushcutters, tillers, snowthrowers and quads. European 

production is located in Saarbrücken-Bübingen (Germany) and Nemesvamos (Hungary).


